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Research Highlights

• The methodology proposes a fusion-based method that uses a deep CNN as a feature extractor in combination with
clinically significant hand-crafted statistical features. Our validation is over a large number of different retinal image
datasets for PPA identification.

• The work has been validated on community camp-based images captured under poor lightning conditions, poor sitting
setups and low resolution hand-held ophthalmoscopes.

• The key advantage of the proposed work is in terms of the inter-dataset performance. A set of six different datasets have
been used all together to train the proposed network, which reduces the bias towards a particular data set. Inter-dataset
PPA variability is a key contribution of the work by enhancing the data variance and generalization of the proposed
network.

• The proposed method is not particularly sensitive to the size, orientation and color of PPA i.e., it works with various
sizes and levels of PPA from small to large and low to severe respectively. We have evaluated the effectiveness and
generalization capability of the proposed network on seven different datasets and achieves state-of-the-art detection
performance, with the average detection accuracy as 95.83%.
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ABSTRACT

Peripapillary Atrophy (PPA, hereafter) is one of the major indicators of an irreversible eye disease
named Glaucoma. An early detection of PPA is vital to avoid vision reduction caused by pathological
myopia, or a permanent loss caused by Glaucoma. PPA is a pigmented crescent-shaped abnormality
around the optic disc region. In this paper, we propose a fusion method to detect the atrophy by
combining ResNet50-based deep features along with clinically significant statistical features of the
region of interest (containing PPA). We show results of extensive experimentation with six publicly
available databases, on which the system is also trained. The testing is on a rather difficult dataset of
community camp-based images captured under poor lighting conditions with hand-held low-resolution
ophthalmoscopes. We show encouraging experimental results of the combination of the generalization
power of deep features and the medical science behind clinical hand-crafted features. Such a feature
combination out-performs any one of the modalities in the difficult experimental set. We compare our
results with the state-of-the-art in the area. The proposed method outperforms existing methods with
average sensitivity, specificity and accuracy values of 95.83% each. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the best accuracy reported in the literature, on large and varied datasets.

c© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Peripapillary Atrophy (PPA, hereafter) is a degeneration in
the layers of retina and retinal pigment epithelium around the
optic nerve head [1]. The region containing PPA differs in pixel
color and structure (pigmentation) from the rest of the posterior
pole. The main cause of atrophy is considered to be a vascular
insufficiency in that area. PPA is a major abnormality present
in the eye and a strong indicator of an irreversible eye disease
called Glaucoma. It has been found that it is associated with
structural and functional optic nerve damage in glaucomatous
eyes [2]-[3]. Apart from this, it can also be found in eyes with
myopic conditions. Studies show that the extent of PPA can
lead to more severe myopia. This can further lead to ocular
pathologies such as myopic macular degeneration and retinal
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detachment [4]. Till now, there is no treatment for PPA and
it typically does not show any early symptoms. For PPA di-
agnosis, the experts perform a clinical examination of the reti-
nal or fundus image captured using a specialized camera called
ophthalmoscope or fundus camera. Current methods of diag-
nosing PPA existence include Spectral domain Optical Domain
tomography (SF OCT) which provides a 3-dimensional view of
the retina [4]. However, this instrument is generally not avail-
able everywhere because of cost and portability issues, which
makes an ophthalmoscope more economic and easy to work
with. Apart from this, in most developing countries like In-
dia, on an average 10,000 patients have access to only one oph-
thalmologist [1]. Hence, diagnosing each retinal image is a te-
dious and time consuming task. Fortunately, in the last few
years, the circumstances have been improved due to improve-
ment in screening procedures. A Computer Automated Diag-
nostic (CAD) system can help doctors predict the disease with
high confidence and thus saves their time and effort [1]-[2].

Fig. 1 shows some sample images, which show the difficulty
of the problem at hand. The example illustrates the problem
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Fig. 1. Non-uniform lighting conditions in sample images of the
retina/fundus. The first column (Drions dataset [5]) corresponds to a
healthy normal case (on top) and the corresponding cropped optical disk
(OD) region, below. The second and third columns show PPA images and
the corresponding cropped OD regions from a locally collected community
camp dataset (All-India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS, hereafter),
New Delhi). A CAD system should be able to find the PPA region in the
image (marked with a white arrow).

of non-uniform lighting. In each column, the bottom image is
the cropped optical disk (hereafter, OD) region. The first col-
umn shows a healthy normal case, and the second and third are
examples of PPA. In clinical terminology, PPA has been cate-
gorized region-wise as: (a) Radial and (b) Sector-wise [6]. In
the former case, PPA can be divided into focal and circumfer-
ential. Focal PPA is present in a specific sector (i.e., nasal, tem-
poral etc.) or their combination, in the optic disc periphery re-
gion. For the circumferential case, these lie all around the optic
disc margin. In the latter case, PPA presence diagnosis can be
mainly classified into two distinct sectors i.e., the Alpha(α) and
Beta(β) zone [6]. In terms of screening examinations, the level
of PPA presence can vary from low to severe [6]. In case of low
PPA only some portion around optic disc is affected whereas in
severe PPA, the complete region around the disc is affected as
shown in Fig. 2. Its detection is a tedious task because in some
cases the PPA pixel intensity value might match that in the op-
tic disc region. In such images, PPA-affected pixels might be
mis-classified as the optic disc, thus lead to wrong evaluation
of optic disc area, or the diameter required for cup-to-disc ra-
tio (CDR) calculation in Glaucoma diagnosis [7]-[8]. It also
makes the optic disc segmentation highly sensitive to the pres-
ence or absence of PPA, and thus, requires diagnosis as early as
possible.

The novelty of the proposed work lies in the concatenation of
deep neural network features (based on ResNet50 architecture
in a transfer learning framework) with clinically significant sta-
tistical hand-crafted features, which outperforms all the previ-
ous approaches. The state-of-art algorithms for PPA diagnosis
mainly deal with statistical features [9]-[10], though there are
a few with deep networks [11]-[12]. Deep networks typically
benefit from huge training sets (with proper clinically-super-
vised ground truthing). This is often a luxury for medical im-
age databases. With ground-truthed databases of limited size,
deep neural networks alone may fail to extract features which
are salient for a particular task at hand. To alleviate such issues,
we propose a fusion of deep features with clinically significant

statistical features.

1.1. Summary of Contributions

We propose an automatic detection method for PPA in retinal
images using a combination of deep level networks and statis-
tical techniques in one complete model. The deep network has
been employed as a feature extractor to obtain generic features
using the shallow layers of a pre-trained model. In medical di-
agnosis the practitioners use their domain knowledge to work
with hand-crafted features as the Gold Standard. Such clini-
cally significant hand-crafted features embody the expertise of
many years of medical science in representing meaningful and
task-specific information. Deep learning techniques may not al-
ways be able to learn the physical significance of highly varied
pathology under a small training sample set scenario. Medical
ground-truthed data sets are typically small in size. It is there-
fore intuitive to consider a suitable set of generic features from
CNN layers (in a transfer learning framework), in combination
with hand-crafted features which are designed beforehand by
human experts.
The aim of the proposed work is to design a methodology for
a suitable medical support support system. The detailed contri-
butions of this paper are as follows.

• We propose a fusion-based method that uses a suitable
deep CNN as a feature extractor (using transfer learning),
in combination with clinically significant hand-crafted sta-
tistical features. Our experimentation is over different reti-
nal image datasets for PPA identification.

• The work has been validated on community camp-based
images captured under poor lightning conditions, poor sit-
ting setup and low resolution hand-held ophthalmoscopes.

• A key advantage of the proposed work is in terms of the
inter-dataset performance. We use data from six different
publicly available datasets together has been used to train
the proposed network (which itself has ResNet50 [13]-
based features and clinically significant features, fed to a
classifier.) This reduces the bias towards a particular set
of data. Inter-dataset PPA variability is a key contribution
of the work by accounting for the variance in the data, and
enhancing the generalization of the proposed network.

• We propose a fully automatic algorithm for PPA detection,
which incorporates ResNet50 [13] network blocks, with
pre-trained layers and a new set of fully connected classi-
fication layers to predict the probability of PPA.

• The proposed method is not particularly sensitive to the
size, orientation and color/pixel values corresponding to
PPA. It works with various sizes and levels of PPA, ranging
from small to large and low to severe, respectively. The
effectiveness and generalization capability of the proposed
network has been evaluated on seven different datasets and
achieves state-of-the-art detection performance, with the
average detection accuracy as 95.83%.

The following section surveys related work in the area.
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Fig. 2. The variability in PPA in the retina: low, mild to severe (left-to-
right), details in Sec. 1.

2. Related Work

Taking into account conventional image processing and com-
puter vision techniques, researchers have targeted the detection
of PPA in retinal images. An approach [14] considers texture
analysis for PPA-vs-non-PPA pixels in order to improve the op-
tic disc segmentation. The method [14] calculates the texture
features such as contrast, correlation, entropy and dissimilarity
using gray co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) for all channels. An-
other piece of work [15] constructs a candidate region and its
associated background. The statistical features such as maxi-
mum, minimum, average and standard deviation are extracted
along radial lines in these angular adjacent patches. The dif-
ference between these feature vectors is then considered as in-
put for a linear discriminator classifier. The method in [9] uses
the idea of biologically inspired-based features, which tries to
mimic the process of visual cortex in recognition tasks. The
method extracts the region of interest around the optic disc us-
ing adaptive thresholding, and performs a biologically inspired
feature (BIF) extraction. The authors in [16] use conventional
thresholding-based intensity approach. They use the red-by-
green ratio of pixel intensities in the region of interest (ROI) to
construct a decision boundary for optic disc and PPA region.
A basic assumption here is that PPA pixels have high red con-
tent than green (more towards white) i.e., the red-by-green ratio
> 1. The authors in [10] uses a statistical feature-based auto-
matic detection of PPA in retinal images. Instead of classifying
images, the method learns and classify the sector regions i.e.,
inferior, superior, nasal and temporal. The authors in [9] fur-
ther divide each sector into three sub-sectors of 30◦ each and
computes six statistical features namely mean, standard devi-
ation, smoothness, third moment, uniformity, and entropy for
each sub-sector. The authors feed these feature values to KNN,
SVM, and BPNN classifiers. Based on a similar set of statistical
features, the authors in [17] perform a multi-class classification
study. They use SVMs to classify the retinal image into mild-
PPA, severe-PPA and no-PPA. The authors in [18] perform a
novel study on the association between PPA and children with
myopia. A BIF extraction along with SVM classifier are used
for PPA detection. The authors use an edge detection algorithm
(based on grayscale variation), followed by outlier removal for
the segmentation task.

In the recent years, deep learning has become popular one
such neural network-based method [11] constructs a feature
vector of intensities (for each pixel) using a 25×25 square win-
dow. In addition to intensity features, it uses a distance-based
feature (the Euclidean distance of a pixel from the optic disc

center). The authors in [12] propose a novel PPA area segmen-
tation using a multi-task fully convolutional network (MFCN).
The method estimates the disc and PPA-disc area simultane-
ously. The authors build a glaucoma prediction model using the
segmented PPA sizes (area in pixels) in the superior, nasal, infe-
rior and temporal parts. A few studies has also been performed
on OCT images for PPA detection, which are not easily to ob-
tain, as mentioned in Sec. 1. The proposed work on the other
hand, uses retinal images, which do not have the cost and porta-
bility issues associated with collecting OCT images.

Most of the above-mentioned methods require some kind of
feature extraction procedure, which may be a cumbersome task,
so as to select the right/optimal feature set for the classifica-
tion. With the advent of deep learning methods, a large num-
ber of medical imaging problems can be solved with proper
training and parameter tuning. Various deep learning classi-
fication models are exits in the literature, out of which the
ResNet50 [13]-based model [13] for image classification sug-
gested in this paper outperforms the others networks with re-
spect to the task at hand. In addition to the features extracted
from a deep network, a set of clinically significant hand-crafted
features are concatenated along with these to enhance the ro-
bustness of PPA detection. The organization of paper is as fol-
lows. Sec. 3 describes the complete methodology behind the
problem at hand. Sec. 4 explains our fusion strategy for PPA
detection. Sec. 5 presents results of extensive experiments with
the system. Sec. 6 concludes the work and gives pointers to
areas for related future work.

3. Methodology

Deep neural networks achieve outstanding performance in
various domains and thus their inclusion seems suitable for var-
ious segmentation and classification problems in the medical
domain [10]. However, the problem with deep learning meth-
ods is the availability of large datasets with reliable ground
truth labeling. This is even more severe in the medical do-
main, where ground-truthed databases typically tend to be small
in size. There seems to be a direct relationship between data
availability and network performance. Transfer learning is a
possible solution to the data scarcity problem. A model is typ-
ically trained on a huge dataset in one domain, and its knowl-
edge is transferred to a small data of in another domain [19].
This paper incorporates deep features learned from pre-trained
network. Additionally, we take advantage of the statistical fea-
tures, a commonly accepted choice for PPA classification [14]-
[10]. Fig. 3 shows a stage diagram of the proposed method. The
proposed work requires a series of pre-processing steps before
performing the final training of the network. It includes optic
disc detection, region of interest extraction, and data augmen-
tation to enhance the variability of the training data.

3.1. Preprocessing Steps

PPA is a pigmented abnormality across the optic disc bound-
ary which is the key area of interest for its detection [2]. Optic
disc detection is primary step in the pre-processing. Consider-
ing this known optic disc center as the origin, We crop a square
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Fig. 3. The complete pipeline for the proposed work representing three
major steps:(a) Region of Interest (ROI) Extraction, (b) Data Augmenta-
tion, (c) Feature extraction from pre-trained ResNet50 [13] and a statisti-
cal model, and lastly, (d) concatenation of features and training of the final
dense layers: Details in Sec. 3.

region around the optic disk (OD, hereafter) center, since the
PPA abnormality lies around the optic disc boundary. In addi-
tion to this, we use a series of geometric and color/grey level
transformation techniques have been used for data augmenta-
tion required to obtain a model with greater generalization.

3.1.1. Region of Interest Extraction
Due to inter-dataset image variability in terms of spatial

dimensions, we resize the complete retinal image to 605 ×
700. Further, as mentioned previously Peripapillary Atrophy
is mainly found lying around the optic disc boundary. Hence,
it seems computationally efficient to crop the region around the
optic disk in order to prevent the errors resulting from other im-
age pathologies and artefacts [20]. For detecting the optic disc
in the complete retinal image, the vessel convergence charac-
teristics along with the optic disc brightness circular property
has been incorporated to find a best possible point near the op-
tic disc center. Considering the detected optic disc as the center
of the region of interest, a square shaped region of dimension
224 × 244 and 299 × 299 has been cropped as ResNet50 and
VGG16 networks take input image of dimensions 224×224 and
InceptionV3 considers dimensions 299×299, respectively [21],
[22]. The optic disc covers less than 20% area in complete reti-
nal images [23], [24] and mean beta-PPA area is about 30-34%
of mean optic disc area [25]. Thus the cropped region includes
the complete optic disc and a major portion of the PPA in it.
Fig. 3 shows the complete pipeline of the proposed work. In
the first step, it extracts the region of interest containing Peri-
papillary atrophy. Another step of optic disc segmentation has
been performed for finding the features corresponding to non-
OD pixels in the image.

3.1.2. Data Augmentation
Deep learning models do not generalize well on small

datasets and thus, often over-fit data. Some techniques to avoid
this issue are to add regularization, dropout, or batch normal-
ization layers. Data augmentation is another methodology to
avoid over-fitting, where the training data is enhanced by per-
forming various transformations [26]. Apart from the geomet-
ric transformations, generative adversarial networks (GANs)

have recently been used to synthetically generate a new set of
images [27]. In practice, for medical imaging, choosing the
right kind of augmentation is a tricky task. Various geomet-
ric and intensity transformations such as rotation, vertical and
horizontal flips of original image, shear, zooming, vertical and
horizontal shifts have been employed in this work. Further, we
have also used image color equalization, and whitening. Apart
from these traditional transformations, a series of experimen-
tation have been performed with blur, edge enhancement, and
median filtering operations on the original image. These trans-
formations are motivated from [26]. The work suggests these
are commonly occurring effects in data input. The fundus im-
age may suffer from some blurring or light artefacts due to dust,
and different lightning conditions. Table 4, and Sec. 5.2 in gen-
eral, has some results of our augmentation experiments with our
datasets.

4. Fusion of Deep and Clinically Significant Features for
PPA Detection

A key contribution of the proposed work is the fusion of deep
learning-based and clinically significant statistics-based statisti-
cal features. The first model learns deep features corresponding
to the PPA abnormality. The second model incorporates global
pixel-level clinically significant statistical features to classify a
given image into a healthy case, or PPA. The dense network in
the last phase is trained on the fused set of features to achieve
the best possible classification accuracy. The next two subsec-
tions explain the deep learning and statistical-based evaluation
of features and their concatenation in order to train the dense
layers. Fig. 4 shows a detailed block diagram of the process.

4.1. Deep Learning-based Models

In the current scenario, detecting Peripapillary atrophy (PPA)
in the retinal image can be modelled as a binary-label classifi-
cation problem in deep learning. In a traditional classification
problem [13]-[28], the model seeks to find the best mapping
function F from the input training images X to output labels
Y [19], [21]: F : X → Y , where given the training images
X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xn} and their corresponding ground truth la-
bels Y = {y1, y2, y3...., yn} in a vector form. The PPA detection
is a binary classification with two labels yi ∈ {0, 1}. It has been
shown that introduction of deep learning in PPA classification
effectively improves the accuracy rate. However, large amount
of data has to be prepared to train the deep neural networks.

To deal with this problem, we use data augmentation [26] and
transfer learning [21]. The data augmentation techniques have
already been explained in previous section (Sec. 3.1.2). The
next section explains our transfer learning process in detail.

4.1.1. Transfer learning
In any deep architecture, shallow layers learn to capture the

local features (such as edges, corners, curves etc.) whereas
the deep layers learn the global features specific to the dataset.
These local features are usually common to all sets of general
images and can be transferred to other datasets. This technique
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Fig. 4. ResNet50 [13]-based proposed architecture for PPA classification. The upper block represents the pre-trained layers from the ResNet50 model
on the ImageNet dataset. The lower block represents the clinically statistical features extracted from ROI. We concatenate features from both models to
generate a 2117-dimensional feature vector. We finally train the dense layers (at the right) for binary classification. Our experimentation in Sec. 5.3 shows
that the combination of deep features and these clinically significant features outperforms any of the individual models.

CONV BLOCK

Conv BN

BN ReLU ReLUReLU

Conv BN ReLU ReLUBNConv BN ReLU

IDEN BLOCK

Conv BN Conv BN

Conv

Conv

Fig. 5. Details of the CONV and IDEN blocks from the overall proposed
network of Fig 4. These blocks contain shortcut connections which help to
deal with the vanishing gradient problem in deeper connections. The up-
per block contains convolution operations and lower consists of the identity
skip connections.

of transferring the knowledge of a network learned in a partic-
ular task of a domain, can easily help us to save training time
and effort. We also require less training data for some problems
in other domains [19]-[22]. In this paper, we use a ResNet50
network with pre-trained weights (using the ImageNet dataset
[29]) to extract the local features. Towards the end of the net-
work, we re-train the final layers on retinal dataset, keeping
the weights of initial layers unchanged. Additionally, we have
experimented with fine-tuning of some of the final layers, in
order to make the network more robust to the specific problem
at hand. We define the source ImageNet dataset domain Ds and
the task Ts of 1000-class classification domain as a two-element
tuple

Ds = (χI , P(XI)), Ts = (γI , ηI) (1)

where, χ represents the feature space and P(X): marginal prob-
ability of sample data point X. γ is the label space and η rep-
resents the required objective function. Here, η can be defined
as P(Y |X): the probability distribution of Y given X such that
Y = {y1, y2, y3, ......, yn} and X = {x1, x2 . . . xn}. In analogy to
this, target domain Dt of retinal database paired with the task Tt

of PPA classification can also be defined as follows:

Tt = (γR, ηR), Dt = (χR, P(XR)) (2)

In the above equations, the subscripts I and R denote the Im-
ageNet and Retinal databases respectively. The transfer learn-
ing can now be defined as a nonlinear mapping/function that
tries to learn target task Tt in target domain Dt, using the given
knowledge of source domain Ds and task Ts. For the prob-
lem of PPA classification, Ds , Dt and Ts , Tt as ImageNet
dataset mostly consists of natural images [30], whereas PPA
is a retinal database of a different feature space in comparison
to natural images. Further, our problem at hand is to perform
PPA-or-healthy categorization of retinal images, which is en-
tirely different from the ImageNet 1000-class classification of
natural images.

4.1.2. Architecture Implementation
The proposed ResNet50-based network has the following

main variations compared to the original architecture.

1. The image size has been re-scaled to 224×224 (ResNet50
is designed to train images of dimension 224 × 224 from
the ImageNet dataset [13]-[31]). In the end, after the bot-
tleneck layers, we add a pooling layer of stride (s = 2)
and kernel size (k = 3) to reduce the feature dimension to
(1, 2048). Apart from this, a concatenation layer is added
to merge the two set of features together. Fig. 4 shows the
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concatenation block and the final fully connected layers to
estimate the probability of PPA.

2. Apart from this, we have performed a fine-tuning of some
layers has been done and remaining have been kept frozen
i.e., no weight updating is being performed for them.
Fig. 4 represents all the respective changes done at each
network branch.

3. The final classification layer has been modified completely
as per the problem requirement.

4. The proposed work follows end-to-end learning, thus re-
quires no additional human intervention while training.

Table 1. In the proposed architecture (Fig. 4, the layers till
CONVB+(IDENx2) have been pre-trained on ImageNet database.
The 2048-dimensional extracted features are concatenated with a 68-
dimensional clinically significant statistical feature vector, to generate a
2117-dimensional full feature vector. Towards the right of Fig. 4, a fully
connected layer of 128 neurons is added, followed by one with a sigmoidal
activation function. The classification training is performed only for last
layers and rest are frozen i.e., no weight updating is done for them.

Layer details Output size Layer status

conv-maxPool 112 × 112 × 64 freeze

CONVB+(IDENBx2) 56 × 56 × 256 freeze

CONVB+(IDENBx3) 28 × 28 × 512 freeze

CONVB+(IDENBx5) 14 × 14 × 1024 freeze

CONVB+(IDENBx2) 7 × 7 × 2048 freeze

Avg Pool 1 × 1 × 2048 s = 2, k = 3

Concatenate 1 × 1 × 2117 FT

Dense(FC) 1 × 128 FT

Loss(sigmoid) 2-D, BCE -

To provide better insights into the proposed work, we have ex-
perimented with different popular deep network architectures.
We have experimented with VGG16, ResNet50, and Incep-
tionV3 networks using pre-trained layers from the ImageNet
database. These three architectures have proven to perform best
for ImageNet Classification in different years (2014, 2015 and
2016) [29]-[30]. VGG16 follows the conventional convolution
layers along with max-pooling and activation layers. ResNet50
network offers an advantage over VGG using all skip connec-
tions, which eliminate the vanishing-gradient problem for deep
networks. Lastly, the Inception architecture follows the multi-
ple size kernels for convolution along with pooling within one
layer. All three networks have same fully connected layers af-
ter the maximum pooling operation. In our experimentation, a
ResNet50-based pre-trained network outperforms the others in
terms of classification accuracy. In addition to this, we have
also experimented with different network depths for the ResNet
architecture. The depth has been changed to 38 and 101, as in
the original paper [13]. The results shows that in case of the
shallower ResNet-38 network (where the bottleneck blocks are
reduced to three) does not achieve the best performance due to
insufficient learning. Further, for the deeper network ResNet-
101 (where the convolutional blocks increased from 5 to 22 in
comparison with ResNet-50), we do not get any significant im-

provement in the test accuracy, irrespective of the extra compu-
tations in ResNet-101.

4.2. Clinically Significant Statistical Handcrafted Features

Apart from the deep features extracted by the ResNet50
model, we have also experimented with clinically significant
statistical handcrafted features obtained from the PPA images.
For this purpose, the region-of-interest extraction requires optic
disc segmentation [8]. In a healthy image, pixels lying outside
the optic disc periphery have different texture and color prop-
erties in comparison to corresponding pixels present in a PPA
image [6]. All current methods use only statistical features to
diagnose the PPA, as visual characteristics can be easily learned
through statistical methods. This motivates us to to perform a
textural study of PPA and not-PPA pixels. The key interest is to
use the region outside the optic disc boundary as the main area
of interest. We remove the optic disc portion from the cropped
RGB image of dimension 224× 224. The resultant image gives
black pixels inside the OD region keeping outside unchanged.
This focal region is then transformed into a rectangular-shaped
area using polar-transformation of Cartesian image. The in-
spiration for this transformation comes from the work of [9],
where the authors mention that the polar coordinate system is
size- and translation-invariant and dimensionless. This makes
it invariant to the actual PPA location in the entire posterior
region. Given the optic disc center as the origin, the image
is transformed considering the length till the boundary as the
radii. In the stated case, the range (length) of the radial axis
in the polar coordinate system may not be same, since the de-
tected optic disc coordinates might have some deviation with
respect to the true center in different images. This results in dif-
ferent dimensions of the polar transformed image for different
cases. To standardize input dimensions, we resize all rectan-
gular images to one unique size. For the transformed region,
we calculate statistical features such as Energy, Homogeneity,
Contrast, and Correlation of the gray-level occurrence matrix,
in all three channels. Along with this, we take the same set of
these features from raw RGB retinal images. We finally con-
catenate them together in one feature vector. The first-order
statistical features are commonly used to obtain the texture in-
formation in an image [10]. Further, we incorporate the his-
togram of intensity features, which helps to include the variant
color pattern present. Inspired from [9] we also calculate the
biologically inspired features for the same region. All these
feature sets have been experimented to perform the PPA clas-
sification using a linear SVM classifier. The basic requirement
for these methods is to find a best possible optic disc boundary,
and hence, the best possible region of interest. Out of all these
features, the first proposed set of features works best with an
average accuracy of 92% as shown in Table 3.

In the proposed work, deep features have been concatenated
with the statistical features and the system is finally trained on
a fully connected neural network. The clinically significant sta-
tistical feature set has been normalized (or standardized) be-
fore training, and gives an average accuracy of 95.83% on aug-
mented dataset. The novelty of the proposed work lies in the
combination of ResNet50-based deep features with the statis-
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tical hand-crafted features which outperforms all the previous
approaches. Sec. 5 presents detailed experimental results.

5. Experiments

5.1. Datasets

To validate the proposed architecture, we have used a wide
variety of datasets. We use six public datasets Rim, Drive, Dri-
ons [5], Messidor [32], Drishti [33], and Refugee [34]. All these
images have been annotated by a Glaucoma expert and labelled
them into Healthy, PPA, and other, out of which first two cate-
gories are used for this paper. Apart from these, we have col-

Table 2. Details of the seven Retinal Image datasets for PPA. The first
six are publicly available with no PPA annotation and last one is a AI-
IMS collected, used together for validation. This is a rather challenging
one, collected from community camps of AIIMS, New Delhi. This has
images captured under poor lighting conditions, poor sitting setups, and
low-resolution hand-held ophthalmoscopes. All images have been manu-
ally marked by an experienced ophthalmologists from AIIMS. Sec. 5.1 has
the details.

S.No Dataset PPA
images

Normal
images

Resolution

1 Drishti [33] 25 20 2896 × 1944

2 Refugee [34] 48 110 1634 × 1634

3 Rim [5] 74 50 -

4 Messidor [32] 24 42 768 × 584

5 Drive [5] - 3 768 × 584

6 Drions [5] 5 69 600 × 400

7 AIIMS Dataset 134 - 1536 × 1152

lected and used a data set of 134 images. These community
camp-based challenging images have been annotated by oph-
thalmologists from the All India Institute of Medical Sciences
(AIIMS), New Delhi. In total, our complete dataset contains
315 PPA images, where {25,74,48,24,5,134} are from Drishti,
Rim, Refugee, Messidor, Drions, and the AIIMS datasets. Fur-
ther, the dataset contains 315 Normal images in order to bal-
ance the training, where {20, 50, 110,42 ,69} images are from
the Drishti, Rim, Refugee, Drive, Messidor and Drions sets, re-
spectively.

The proposed architecture has been trained and tested alto-
gether on publicly available datasets [5]-[34] and locally col-
lected dataset from AIIMS New Delhi.

5.2. Augmentation

A large number of augmentations has been performed to en-
hance the variability of data. Table 4 shows all the combinations
of augmentations along with their test accuracy. Initially, each
type is experimented, and later all possible combinations are
performed. It has been observed that rotation with 45◦ incre-
ment has performed poorly over other augmentation (rotation
with 180◦ types. The vertical flip of image has performed bet-
ter than the set of four rotations. Further, noise and motion
blur are the most common artefacts in retinal images which can

GT: 1 (PPA)

PPA Probability: 0.97(PPA)

GT: 1 (PPA)

PPA Probability: 0.99(PPA)

GT: 1 (PPA)

PPA Probability: 0.99(PPA)

GT: 1 (PPA)

PPA Probability: 0.97 (PPA)

GT: 1 (PPA)

PPA Probability: 0.86 (PPA)

GT: 1 (PPA)

PPA Probability: 0.88(PPA)

Fig. 6. The proposed method performs well for a wide variety of difficult
PPA pathology variations, which includes impressive performance on a
community camp-based dataset with poor illumination, poor sitting condi-
tions and low-resolution hand-held ophthalmoscopes. The first row shows
difficult cases with a wide variety of PPA textures. (The text box below
each figure shows the corresponding PPA probability as estimated by our
method.) The second row shows retinal images with poor resolution due to
blurring or other motion artefacts. Sec. 5.3 has the details.

be observed through accuracy results shown in Table 4 corre-
sponding to each of these augmentations. The final augmenta-
tion set used for the paper are sharpening, noise, motion blur,
and vertical flip of training images as shown in Table 4.

5.3. Experiments with a wide variety of PPA Images: Poor Il-
lumination, Blurriness and Noise

In this section, we illustrate encouraging performance of the
proposed method in handling some rather difficult cases. The
collected test images have wide variation of PPA in terms of
color, texture and intensity. In addition to this, the query images
are exposed to different artefacts such as varied level of light-
ning conditions, camera motion and noise. Additionally, some
have a combination of one or more of these. The proposed al-
gorithm handles the different textures of PPA present as shown
in first row of Fig. 6. Further, the fused strategy works success-
fully for images with bad quality due to blurriness, noise and
camera motion artefacts as shown in the second row of Fig. 6.

5.3.1. Robust PPA Classification using Fusion Approach: Suc-
cess in Handling Difficult Cases

The proposed algorithm gives the best of both worlds i.e.
takes the knowledge from both hand-crafted and deep neural
network-based features altogether. Figs. 7-9 show some of
the most challenging cases, where the proposed feature fusion
clearly outperforms the individual approaches of statistical and
ResNet50-based models. Fig. 7 shows an image with high il-
lumination, which results into same color intensity of the PPA
region as the optic disc. The ResNet50 method fails to classify
it correctly, whereas the statistical and fusion approaches are
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Table 3. Performance comparison with state-of-the art methods. For the algorithms in [9],[10] the obtained test accuracies are 94%, 95% as stated in [9],
[10] and 79%, 90% on the challenging AIIMS community camp dataset (the first four rows of Table 3) respectively. We propose a new set of clinically
significant statistical features (details in Sec. 4.2), which give an impressive 92% accuracy (the sixth row). The last two rows are based on a deep learning
model using transfer learning (TL) framework. The last row is the proposed fusion of statistical and deep network features, which gives an accuracy of
95.83%. The authors in [9] and [10] present their results on their own private datasets, and have not publicly shared their code, either. For a fair workable
comparison, we have implemented the algorithms described by these authors on our challenging AIIMS community camp dataset, and presented the
results, thereof. The ∗ represents the fact that the data used in the paper has been collected and annotated by experienced ophthalmologists at AIIMS New
Delhi. Sec. 5.5 has the details.

S.No Method Dataset Test
accuracy(%age)

1 Biologically inspired features [9] Dataset [9] 94 [9]

2 Statistical features [10] Dataset [10] 95 [10]

3 Biologically inspired features [9] AIIMS dataset∗ 79

4 Statistical features [10] AIIMS dataset 90

5 Biologically inspired [9] + Statistical [10] fea-
tures

AIIMS dataset 72

6 Statistical features (Proposed) AIIMS dataset 92

7 ResNet50(with TL) (Proposed) AIIMS dataset 93.75

8 ResNet50(with TL) + Statistical
feat(Proposed)

AIIMS dataset 95.83

Fig. 7. A representative example of successful PPA detection in spite of high
illumination, and some noise as well. In this case, the ResNet50 model-
based features gives low probability value of 0.479 and mis-classifies it as
healthy. The statistical features are relatively unaffected by the high illumi-
nation (a probability value of 0.66). The proposed fused feature technique
enables the successful classification with a probability values of 0.78.

able to successfully detect PPA in the images. Another query
image with a slight dark region around optic disc has been mis-
classified as PPA by the ResNet50 approach (predicted score
0.89) as shown in Fig. 8. However, the clinically significant
statistical features predict it correctly as being a healthy case
(predicted score 0.24). Additionally, the probabilistic fusion
method gives the lowest score of the three (0.009), which indi-
cates a healthy eye image.

We consider another challenging image with slight dark tex-
ture around the OD periphery. This is misclassified by both
the individual approaches (deep network, statistical features).
However, the proposed combination of their feature correctly
classifies the image as healthy. A set of challenging PPA im-
ages collected from community camps done by AIIMS, New
Delhi are shown in Fig. 10 (first row) along with healthy query

images(in second row) from publicly available databases.

Fig. 8. An example of another difficult query image(healthy), with some
dark texture around the optic disc. The ResNet50 model misclassifies this
as a PPA case. A classification with clinically statistical features correctly
classifies this as a healthy case. The proposed fused feature technique
enables the successful classification with the minimum PPA probability
among the three (0.009), which indicates a healthy eye. The adjoining
bar plot indicates the relative PPA probability scores corresponding to the
three methods.

5.4. Implementation Details

Accuracy =
(T P + T N)

Total no of images
(3)

Specificity =
(T N)

T N + FP
(4)

Sensitivity =
(T P)

T P + FN
(5)

In order to have fair comparison with other existing meth-
ods, we have implemented two representative major state-of-
the-art methods [9], and [10] on the collected test data set. We
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Table 4. This table summarizes experimentation performed with various augmentations methods. We have experimented with standard geometric trans-
formations such as rotation, flipping, motion blur, shear etc. both individually, as well as with combinations of the same. To enhance the variability of
the training data, we have also experimented with color/grey level-based transformations such as unsharp masking, blurring and noise. A combination of
unsharp, noise, motion blur, and vertical flip gives the best performance among all types. Sec. 5.2 has the details.

S.No Augmentation type No of images Test Accuracy

1 Rotation(45) 2660 79
2 Motion Blur 1064 85
3 Zoom 2128 89
4 Sharpening 1064 89
5 Gaussian Noise 1064 92
6 Vertical flip 1064 82
7 Unsharp+Noise+MotionBlur 2128 92.5
8 Unsharp+Noise+Motion- Blur+Vertflip 2660 93.7
9 Unsharp+Noise+Motion- Blur+Zoom 3724 87.5
10 Unsharp+Noise+Blur+Vertflip+ Zoom+Shear+ Rotate 6384 89

Fig. 9. A representative example of the proposed fusion technique succeed-
ing when deep features and statistical features individually misclassified
the image. This is a difficult-to-classify example of a healthy eye. Both
statistical features and ResNet50 individually failed to classify the query
image as Healthy. Here, the fusion strategy works with a PPA probability
score of 0.12 (and a consequent Healthy Eye probability of 0.88). Sec. 5.3.1
has the details.

Fig. 10. Successful classification on some representative challenging im-
ages: The first row shows the query PPA images collected from community
camps. The second row represent the healthy images from publicly avail-
able datasets. The probability scores shows the successful classification in
spite of blurry/varied pathological cases. The text box shows the PPA de-
tection probability from our proposed fusion approach, and the ground
truth(GT) marking by experienced ophthalmologists. Details in Sec. 5.3.1.

obtain achieves an accuracy score of 95.83%, which outscores
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Fig. 11. Implementation details: No over-fitting. The graphs above show
the loss and accuracy performance of our PPA classification for training
and validation data with each epoch. The model clearly learns the data
without any over-fitting. More details are in Sec. 5.4.
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the above two state-of-the-art methods on the same dataset (Ta-
ble 3). Our system implementation starts with cropping the re-
gion of interest with major portion contains the PPA around the
optic disc [35]. In the Rim dataset, the images are disc centered,
so no cropping step is required. Afterwards, the images are re-
scaled to dimensions 224 × 224 (usual image size suitable for
the ResNet50 model). This also seems to be a good spatial size
for PPA detection, as the optic disc diameter is typically 50-100
pixels wide in a complete 605 × 700 resolution retinal image
taken with common ophthalmoscopes. For the Rim database
images, 80% of retinal image region is occupied by the optic
disc. In other datasets, the optic disc covers only 10-20% of
the complete region. In order to have a good spatial resolution
all together for all datasets, we select an optimal resolution of
224 × 224.

In the proposed ResNet50-based network, the bottleneck lay-
ers are kept fixed and a global average pooling layer is added,
which is then followed by a fully connected layer of 128 neu-
rons. At the end, a binary classification is performed using a
sigmoid activation function. For optimizing the objective func-
tion, a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer has been
used with learning rate set to 0.001, along with a step decay by
half with every 10 epochs of the training process. The momen-
tum value is 0.9. The loss function is binary cross-entropy and
Fig. 11 shows the loss curve with 100 epochs. Further, the ac-
curacy curve with respect to epochs has been shown in Fig. 11.
In order to cope with the over-fitting problem, a dropout layer
with 5% rate has been used at the end of fully connected layer.
The proposed algorithm has been implemented using Keras li-
brary and NVIDIA Quadro P5000 GPU, with 128GB RAM on
a Windows10 system.

5.5. Comparison with other Approaches
We have compared the proposed work with all other major

state-of-the art methods [9]-[10] on the same challenging AI-
IMS community camp dataset. The comparison has not been
performed on current methods [12], [17] and [18] as the former
mainly focus on segmenting the atrophy, and the latter studies
the association between PPA and myopia. Table 3 gives a sum-
mary, which puts the proposed work in perspective. The first
four rows depict the test accuracies for existing methods (bio-
logically inspired feature detection [9] and statistical features
diagnosis [10]), whereas the rest of the rows represent the ac-
curacies corresponding to the proposed approaches (clinically-
significant statistical features, and deep neural network-based).

The top six methods from rows 1-6 in Table 3 are based
on manual feature calculation from RGB images using tex-
ture and color characteristics of the retinal image. The exist-
ing methods are based on two seminal approaches [9], [10].
The first approach [9] takes biologically inspired features and
the second [10] performs sector-wise classification on the ROI
by considering six different features (mean, standard deviation,
smoothness, third moment, uniformity, and entropy) for each
sub - sector. The test accuracies obtained using algorithms in
[9], [10] on the challenging AIIMS community camp dataset

is far inferior to that of the authors on their own private dataset
in [9], [10].

We propose a new set of clinically significant statistical fea-
tures (of 69-dimensions) containing GLCM matrix-extracted
features (Contrast, Correlation, Energy, Homogeneity) in four
different directions, for all three channels (3 × 4 × 4 = 48). In
addition to this the raw RGB image pixel-based texture in-
formation features (contrast, standard deviation, energy, mean)
for all channels (3 × 4 = 12) have been calculated. Finally, the
set of features (mean, entropy, and standard deviation) is con-
structed from vertical and horizontal gradients of the gray-scale
image for all three channels (3 × 3 = 9). Thus, we have a 69-di-
mensional feature vector (48 + 12 + 9 = 69). The PPA datasets
corresponding to [9] and [10] are not available in public domain
(neither is their code). To have a acceptable fair evaluation, we
have implemented the above state-of-the-art approaches, and
run our implementation of their algorithms on the challenging
AIIMS community camp dataset, as well. same AIIMS dataset.

Some observations from our experiments are as follows:
1. For the state-of-art algorithms [9],[10] the obtained test accu-
racies are 79% and 90% on the challenging AIIMS community
camp dataset (the third and fourth row of Table 3), and 94%,
95% as stated in [9] and [10] (first two rows of Table 3) respec-
tively, on their own private dataset.
2. Moreover, a combination of proposed statistical and biologi-
cally inspired features has resulted into an average accuracy of
72% (row fifth of Table 3). The combination has results in a re-
duction of accuracies. A possible cause may be the dominance
of biologically inspired features over statistical ones.
3. The fifth row of Table 3 represents the proposed set of sta-
tistical features (proposed) with obtained average accuracy of
92% on the challenging AIIMS community camp dataset.
4. The last two proposed methods are based on deep convolu-
tional neural networks. In last-but-one method, the ResNet50
model is trained on fully connected layers, keeping the initial
layers frozen. The last method of feature concatenation (the
eighth row of Table 3) gives the best possible average perfor-
mance of 95.83% accuracy under the scenario even when com-
pared with individual ResNet50 network accuracy of 93.75%
(the seventh row of Table 3). As shown in Sec. 5.5, the pro-
posed method of combining deep features with clinically sig-
nificant statistical features achieves the best average accuracy
and sensitivity of 95.83% and 95.83%, respectively.

6. Conclusion

Peripapillary Atrophy detection enhances the Glaucoma di-
agnosis score in combination with other intra-papillary indica-
tors. Hence, the importance of early PPA diagnosis cannot be
over-emphasized. It also aids to the diagnosis of myopia in
retinal images. Traditional methods are based on raw retinal
image-based statistical features, which may not contain suffi-
cient information required for accurate classification. In this
paper, we propose a fusion of deep level and clinically signifi-
cant statistical features. To the best of our knowledge, no other
contemporary system has reported better accuracy results on
large and varied databases. Further, we show results of success-
ful PPA classification on some rather difficult cases, which any
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individual methods (those based on deep, and handcrafted fea-
tures, separately) fail to classify correctly. The deep network se-
lected for the work is based on the ResNet50 model, which we
selected after experimenting with two other popular networks.
Due to the scarcity of training images in the problem, transfer
learning has been used, which utilizes the pre-trained weights
of some other trained large dataset. The proposed work has
taken the best of both worlds, by concatenating the deep level
features from ResNet50 model with a set of clinically signif-
icant statistical features. Further work in the area can extend
PPA detection in diagnosing myopia and Glaucoma. Another
interesting avenue for further work includes a multi-class clas-
sification problem: PPA can be further classified into different
levels (low to severe).
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